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Who I am

From SW MO
Cow/calf Operation-Polk/Dade Co
MDC-12 years establishing and managing Native Warm 

Season Grass 
 Dec 1, 2019-MFA Conservation Grazing Specialist

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FamilyOwn/lease 200 ac-cowcalfPublic land/private landPassion-Private Land- MDC Research Project highlighting the benefits of Grazing Native



Overview

What is Conservation Grazing
Conservation Grazing Benefits
Partnerships- Why, What, How
Partnerships-What Has Worked
Partnerships-How Can We Improve
Partnerships-Better Convey Our Message



Conservation Grazing-How is it Defined

What is Your Definition of Conservation Grazing?
Operational Profitable Growth Through Range 

and Pasture Management That Promotes and 
Enhances Environmental Conservation 
Everyone's is Probably Different

Ok If They Are Not the Same Definition
Working Toward End Goal

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Definition depends on ones own goals and objectives	cross fencing vs 30 species conversion plantingNot the same	Keep in mind that even small improvements is an improvement	Fescue to only NWSG-foot in the doorPolk Co Example	



Conservation 
Grazing Works

 Increased Forage Utilization

 Continuous Grazing vs 
Rotational Grazing

 Improved Soil Health

 Increased OM, Increased 
Fertility

 Increased Forage Diversity

 Improved Wildlife Habitat

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Continuous grazing-open a gate, no control, cows decide what and where to eat, 30-40% utilizationRotational Grazing- “controlled grazing”, producer decides what and where cows eat, 60-70% utilizationSoil HealthIncreased Forage diversity- dependent on timing of grazing event	CSG	NWSG estImproved Wildlife Habitat	more residual cover, plant diversity=insect diversity	NWSG



Conservation Grazing Works

Healthier Livestock
 Increase Diversity, Less Toxic Fescue

 Increased Stocking Rates
 Increased Utilization

 Increased Weight Gains
 Higher Quality Forage, NWSG

 Increased Profits
 Increased Weaning Weights and Carrying Capacity
 Reduced inputs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Healthier Livestock	Increased Stocking Rates	Increased Utilization, more forage available	NWSG-summer SlumpIncreased Gains	CSG-Higher quality nutrition –take half leave half	NWSG-Spring calving, Fall CalvingIncreased Profits	In the end this is what matter to most producers	Increase lbs of beef/ac



Ag Retailer Partnership-Why?

 94% of Missouri land in private ownership
 2/3 in agriculture

 Different perspectives

 Ag retailer

 Sales counter talk



Partnerships-What 
Has Worked
 Thinking Outside of the Box

 Cross Trainings

 Workshops

 TSP

 RCPP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Outside Box	Cross Trainings-more of it, Field Days	Unique Funding Opt-RCPPs-MFA-James RiverFund Opp	More Partners=more funding optMore Staff	Staff in Key Areas-Len, myself



What has worked



RCPP



Junk in, junk out





Field Edge Effect

 Vertical tree structure edge – Yield effect

 Diverse community edge can have + Yield










Dollars to Sense

 15 Acres of this field
 Avg. 30 bu. Soybean  =  $  -44.18   =  -$662.70

 CP 33- Continuous CRP
 90% SRR (143)= $128.70=   $1930.50

 Net: $2593.20 for 10 years = $25,932

 EQIP- Wildlife Habitat Planting-Monarch
 $837.67 1 time= $12,565.05 + $6627.00= 

$19,192.05



Partnerships-How Can We Improve

Right Staff in the Right Location
Farming/Ranching Knowledge (learned or 

innate)
Understand the Other Side

Highlight the Profits in Conservation Grazing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Right Staff in Right Location	Last couple decades seems to be a shift in staff mindset and skill set, nothing wrong with it, just realize	Difficult to talk changes in operation if staff don’t fully understand the implications of change	If staff don’t know the difference between stocker and yearling calves, producers are not going to put their “trust” into that staff member	Understand the other side		we must fully understand the implications of our recommendations to that specific operation		70 yr old producer that calves year round, has 100% fescue is not going to like a 30 species mix (majority of producers in SW MO)		Know those limitationsProfits	Don’t be afraid to highlight the profits	Not that long ago we were promoting native forages and selling the benefits to wildlife and the environment, but didn’t talk about the profibility	We know the benefits natives will have on the environment, sell them on the profits to their operation



How Can We Improve

Small Steps are Better Than No Steps
A Win is a Win

Know the Producer and Find What Works
Progressive vs Traditional

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Small steps	Splitting pasture into two fields, fencing out a pond and installing alternative watering source, 3 species NWSG	Not only changes management but also slowly changes producer mindset	ex) Going strictly to vegetairian diet overnight vs slowly incorporating a few tasty vegetables, eventually understand the benefits of vegetablesKnow the producer	mfa training 	start slow with traditional producers, shoot for the moon with progressive producers



How Can We Coney our Message 
Better

Conservation Grazing
Is Not Always Popular

 “Show Me”
 Strike When the Iron is Hot
 Social Media
 #GrazingNatives

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Conservation not always popular	sometimes we feel like the bull in this picture with the large group of geese on the bank squawking at us	don’t be afraid to tell your story and realize there is common ground we can findShow me	Missouri is the show me state and I think if we can physically show producers, workshops, field days, field along the road, the benefits of conservation grazing.	People notice what their neighbor is doing or hearing it first hand from a true livestock producerStrike when hot	No one wants a weather extremes, but when those conditions exist, tell your story	Ex) 2018Social Media	Never thought I would be on social media	#grazingnatives



Questions?
Landry Jones

573-808-7094
ljones@mfa-inc.com
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